**QUADRICEPS TABLE with Backrest**

- Quadriceps Exercise chair is very effective and used as a tool in the field of Physiotherapy & Rehabilitation.
- It enables exercise in sitting position i.e. instance knee stretching and exercise in reclining position i.e. knee flexion & hip stretching.
- It has adjustable backrest position, which include a full range of lower and extremity exercises. Backrest can be adjustable with any angle of flexion (0 to 90 Degree).
- Resistance exercise can be adjusted both by increasing & decreasing the weight.

**SHOULDER CUM WRIST EXERCISER**

Wall mounting applicable for shoulder & arm exercises. It can be adjusted according to height and resistance can be increased by tightening the knob, it is made of MS Steel with chrome plated.

**SHOULDER WHEEL**

Wall mounting made of MS Steel 100cms wheel dia with calibrated sensitive resistance mechanism. The 360-degree scale enables degree of revolution to be read from either direction. The arc of the attachment can be adjusted at desired height for each patient.
**SHOULDER PULLEY**

Made in T shape, suitable for Shoulder & Elbow exercises with two pulleys, rope and handle set.

**SHOULDER ABDUCTION LADDER**

Made of teak wood duly polished having 30 numbered steps.

**SUPINATOR PRONATOR EXERCISER**

Wall mounted, the circular cylinder frame with grip handle is fitted on the height adjustable bar. The resistance can be increased or decreased with the help of key.

**GRIP EXERCISER**

Grip exerciser suitable for weak fingers & hands. This unit is fitted on a laminated wooden base with 6 detachable springs.
PEG BOARD ROUND

Wooden laminated board with round slots for peg insertion. Pegs are in 5 different colours suitable for severely handicapped child.

PEG BOARD SQUARE

Wooden laminated board with square slots for insertion of square pegs. The pegs are in 5 different colours.

ANKLE EXERCISER

The foot is mounted on a wooden base with two adjusting springs for Ankle exercises. Tightening spring’s nuts can increase resistance further.

HEEL EXERCISER

The heel unit fitted on a hard laminated wooden base and patient can exercise with sitting on a chair. The pressing rod marked and fitted with a marker.

STATIC CYCLE

Built in steel tubular frame mounted on plane rubber tipped tubular bar, provided with adjustable seat and specially designed handle available.

STATIC CYCLE AIR BIKE

500 mm Flywheel for complete exercise. Permanent Link Dual action handlebars cycling and rowing simultaneously delivering the benefits of exercise to lower body and upper body.

Assembly Size: 1050 x 540 x 1160mm.
Air Resistance: Provide low friction and less wear and tear
Net Weight: 23 Kgs
Max. User Weight: 100 Kgs.

**CUFF WEIGHT SET:** (A-0.5Kg, B-1Kg, C-2Kg, D-3Kg, E-4Kg & F-5Kg.) each one

LCS 541

Exercise for weak muscles from different weight & sizes.

**DUMBBELL SET:** 1 to 5 kg.

**DUMBBELL:** 1kg.
**DUMBBELL:** 2kg.
**DUMBBELL:** 3kg.
**DUMBBELL:** 4kg.
**DUMBBELL:** 5kg.

LCS 550
LCS 551
LCS 552
LCS 553
LCS 554
LCS 555

Made of Vinyl Dumbbells are available in different sizes and colours 1kg. to 5kg.

**GONIOMETER:** for Fingers

A simple & accurate device for measuring range of motion of small finger joints (I.P. and M.P. joints) constructed of stainless steel. Unit measuring about 14cm. in length
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**GONIOMETER:** 180 Degree

A simple & accurate device to measure joint’s range of motion. Stainless steel construction. Two 180° scale in opposite direction for convenient reading of all angles. Unit measures about 50mm x 200mm. in length.
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**GONIOMETER:** 360 Degree

Two 360 degree scale projecting in opposite directions around the dial for convenient reading. Aluminium sheet construction with a tension arm knob to hold when desired.

LCS 563
TILT TABLE MANUAL

Tilt angles 0 to 90 degree, the patient firmly holds to three straps provided. The tabletop is 61cm x 195cm long x 80 cm high, and on heavy-duty 35 mm steel tube legs with 10 cm. Dia wheels. Two gripping handles for various activities.

LCS 571
INFRA RED LAMP: Table Model (150 W)

LCS 572
INFRA RED LAMP: Floor Model

Luminous bulb (150 W) with portable stand along with dimmer

LCS 631

LCS 651
PHYSIOBALL: 55cm.

LCS 652
PHYSIOBALL: 65cm.

LCS 653
PHYSIOBALL: 75cm.

LCS 654
PHYSIOBALL: 85cm.

LCS 655
PHYSIOBALL: 100cm.

LCS 656
PHYSIOBALL: 120cm.

TILT TABLE MANUAL

Tilt angles 0 to 90 degree, the patient firmly holds to three straps provided. The tabletop is 61cm x 195cm long x 80 cm high, and on heavy-duty 35 mm steel tube legs with 10 cm. Dia wheels. Two gripping handles for various activities.